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Why Choose NetConnect

Reliable Structured Cabling Services: We provide top-quality structured
cabling services tailored to meet your specific needs.
Expertise and Experience: Our team of professionals has extensive expertise
and experience in the field, ensuring efficient and reliable installations.
Customized Solutions: We understand that every project is unique, so we
offer customized solutions to optimize your network infrastructure.
Cutting-edge Technology: We stay up-to-date with the latest industry
advancements to deliver high-performance cabling solutions.
Timely Project Completion: We are committed to delivering projects on time,
ensuring minimal disruptions to your business operations.
Exceptional Customer Service: Our dedicated team is always available to
provide support and address any concerns throughout the process.

http://www.nctny.com/


Network Wiring Services Include:

Planning, Budgeting, and Engineering Review
BICSI/RCDD Expertise
Preparation of the structured cabling specifications 
Development of cable management database
Construction plan review for EIA/TIA standard compliance

Infrastructure Design and Consulting
Installation of air-blown  fiber systems (Eabf)
Installation of copper and fiber optic cable
Project management services
Cable certification and compliance testing

Structured Cabling Installation



Benefits of Structured 
Cabling Services

well-organized network,
simplifying network

management and maintenance
for your IT team.

Easy Management
structured cabling eliminates

downtime, maximizing uptime
and preventing revenue loss.

Less Downtime
structured cabling enables easy

network scalability, ensuring
long-term profitability.

Cost Savings

Adaptability 
well-organized network,

simplifying network
management and

maintenance for your IT
team.

An Investment for
the Future

structured cabling is flexible and
scalable, easily adapting to future

needs without adding costs,
making it a smart long-term

investment.



NetConnect is my go-to for
reliable and efficient IT

solutions. Their availability
for emergency work is

invaluable. Over 25 years as a
client, they consistently

provide skilled technicians
who diligently resolve any IT

issues, no matter the
complexity

NetConnect provides
top-notch data security,

including off-site
replication. Their

knowledgeable support
team offers excellent
service, ensuring our

satisfaction
Quick emergency

response, adaptable,
high-level tech

support, transparent
communication,

proactive monitoring
for uninterrupted

operations

What Our Clients Say

Robert, Administrator,
Distribution

Judi, Office Manager,
Wealth Management

Paul, Executive
Director, Education



CONTACT US

Get in touch with us
929.877.8982

mallison@nctny.com

www.nctny.com
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